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SUMMARY

The effect of axial and twisttig misaligningcouples on the oil film
pressure distribution of a loaded beartig is shown by photographs of a
number of three-Mmensional plaster models representtig averaged oil
film pressure distribution under representative conditions. me eqeri-
mental data from which the models were made are shown on profile curves
included in this re~rt. The oil fib pressure data were obtained from
seven mall pressure sampling holes in a line connected to high pressure
gages. The beartig sheU containing the sampling holes could be rotated
130° while the shaft was rotating.

Five models were made from test data on a 1.62- by 1.&?-inch
bearing at a shaft speed of ~00 rpn, carrying a centrally applied load
gitig 833 pounds per square inch on projected area, and misaligning
couples as follows:

Model Condition

1 Axial misaligningcouple equivalent to
moving load 16 percent of bearing
length from center line of bearing

2 Zero misalhin g couple

3 Twisting misalintig couple about load
line equivalent to central load
times 17 percent of bearing length

4 Twisttig couple equivalent to central
load times 8 percent of bearing
length

5 Zero misalfig load after beartig
had been bellmouthed by misaligning“
tests

.— ..— .-. ..—.——.——z ..... .________ .— ._ --
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Perhaps the most enlightening effect of axial misaltiement on oil
fti pressure distribution is the relatively small displacement of the
load from the center of the bearing, represented here as 16 percent of
the bearing length, to produce the disturbsmce of the oil film pressure
illustrated.

For each of the five models, curves showing the distribution of
bearing tempature are also included. The temperature data were taken
simultaneouslywith the pressuxe data, ustig thermocouples embedded in
the bearing shell, 1/16 inch from the oil fi~. The average temperature
rise of the oil above the hlet temperature of 140° F is approximately
no to &)” F. The vwiation of temperatures in the heavily loaded region
of the beartig shown by the models is ap~oximately 17 to 20° F.

lXTRODUCTION

A series of tests were conducted fram October 1949 through February
1950 on a special bearing test machhe at Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York, with central load3ng on the bearlag and tith or without either
axial or twisting misaligningcouples applied. The purpse of the tests
was to study the effect of misaligningcouples upon oil film pressure
distribution.

These tests were conducted by applying known misaligningcouples in
addition to the mati load, because it is easier to apply and to measure
these couples than it is to measure the related anguhr displacement.
The angular misalinement resulting from these couples is small and
remdns to he determined.

Axial misalhement is defined hereti as the condition where a
couple is applied to the bearing in a plane containing the line of action
of the central load and the axis of the shaft journal. Twisting
misalinement is defined as the condition where a couple is applied to
the bearing in a plane perpendicular to the line of action of the main
load.

It should be noted that planes of these two couples are at right
angles, the thtid.direction plane being that contahing the fH.CtiOII

couple. Thus any couple may be resolved tito component couples in these
three planes. The com~nent couple in the friction plane theoretically
should have no effect on the oil film. To simplify the study of the
effects of the misaltiing and twisting couples, they have been testeal
separately.

An axial misaligningcouple has the same effect as a displacement
of the line of action of the load a certain tistance from the center

.— _.——
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line of the bearing. In order to relate the axial misaligningcouple to
the load and to the length of the bearing, it is convenient to measure
the couple by the amount of displacement of the main load required to
produce an equivalent couple. This can be stated as a percent of
bearing length. Thus zero-percent misalinement places the main load at
the cent= of the bearing, and w-percent axial misalinement places the
main load at the edge of the bearing.

A twisting misaligningcouple can be expressed in percent by com-
paring it with an axial misaligningcouple of the same size or by the
following formula which applies for either type:

Couple
Percent misalinement = x 100

Main load x Bearing length

The action of an axial misaligningcouple on a plain journal bearing
may be classified h the following manner:

(1) When the line of action of the mati load lies between O and
n percent of this bearing length, the pressure distribution theoreti-
cally will be along the entire length of the bearing on the loaded side,
as shown in the curves of this report.

(2) If the line of action of the main load lies beyond the confines
of the bearing, or is at a point greater than ~ percent of the bearing
length, one end of the journal tends to move to the opposite side of
the clearance and builds up ~essure on this unloaded side of the
bearing. This pressure on the unloaded side of tie bearing is in
addition to the high pressure on the loaded side of the bearing which
exists only over psrt of the length of the bearing.

(3) If tie centr~ load iE removed from the be~~g, =d O~Y tie
couple remains, there will be equal pressure distribution on each side
of the bearing. In this condition with zero load, there is no distinc-
tion between axial and twisting mi.saliningcouples.

In this report the mea of study has been confined to the class of
misallnement in which a main load is applied, and the line of action of
the load lies within the confines of the length of the bearing. Numeri-
cally this limit can be described as X)-psrcent axial misalinement.
Cases of twisting misalinenent within these limits are also tivestigated.

This work was conducted at Cornell University under the sponsorship
and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

-—
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

Figures 1 to 3 show diagrams of the element containing the test
bearing. These figures show the means for applying the central load,
the means for applying couples tiducing an axial or twisting misal.ine-
ment, and the methods for measurtig the oil film pressure and besring
temperature.

Figures 4 to 6 show the test bearings and journals used in these

ex~riments. The bearings were appromtely l; inches long W l? inches

in diameter. Bearing and journal 2 were used for models 1 and 2.
Besring and journal 3 were used for IOOdelS3, 4, ma 5.

An U Aviation oil was supplied to the Gent= of the bearing at ,
140° F and 40 Founds per squsre fich through two l/8-tich oil.ports
45° apsrt on the umloaded side of the beartig. This can be seen in
figure 3.

The oil film pressure was measured by seven O.031-i.nchmmpMng
holes in a l-he 1/4 inch apart along the length of the bear5ng surface.
The gages used for measuring the oil film pressure were graduated in
100-pound-per-square-inchtic==ts rea~ from O ~ lo~ooo PO~dS
per square tich. Calibration curves were made from O to WOO pounds
per squsxe fich before the tests for use in correcttig the readings.
All pressure readings given on the cxmves in this report are corrected
readings.

As a means of control of test conditions, bear~ temperatures
were tidicated by fion-constantanthermocouplesinserted h O.094-inch-
dismet= holes to withti O.0~ fich of the bearing surface. E@ced
1/4 tich apart along the length of the bear-, the ~ermocouPles are
located lY from the pressure sampling holes as shown in figures 1
and 3. A Leeds & fiorthruypotmthter, tifi =-tic cold d~ction
compensation and Fahrenheit
bearing temperatures.

Five three-dhensional

temperature scale, was used to measure

TESr mocEDuRE

plaster models were made to represent the
effect of axial and twisting misaligningcouples on the oil film pressure
distribution of a loaded bearing under representative conditions. Photo-
graphs of these models are shown in figures 7 to ~ ~d the e-r~en~
data from which each model was made were obtained as follows:
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Model 1.- After a wsrm-up period of approximately 1 hour, the data

for model 1 (fig. 7) were obtafied by running the journal at ~00 rpm
and applying a central load of 2200 pounds (833 lb/ sq h. on PO jected
bearing area) on the test bearing and an axial misaltig load of

28 pounds prallel to the central load at a moment arm of ~ inches.

The test beartig was rotated through 130° to give the pressure distri-
bution in the oil fih for 6P each side of the center he of the
bearing.

The shaft was run at the above speed h a clockwise and in a
counterclockwisedirection. The 28-pound misalin@ load was applied
in first an “up” direction and then in a “do*m” direction for each angle
setting. The 2200-pound load was corrected for a tare weight, but the
l-percent effect of the 28 pounds was neglected to permit avera@g.

If the bearing is loaded with a force and a couple h the same
plane, another force offset a distance h from the center line of the
bearing can be considered to replace the original force and couple.
With the data given above, the distance h is 0.256 inch which is
approximately 16 percent of the bearing length. These calculations are
shown in figuxe 12.

Some of the data at halfway @nts between the sampling holes were
obtafied by displacing the load about one-half of the h distance
mentioned above and applying the remainder as a couple. Since the data
obtained h this way fitted the curves, it has been demonstrated that
the two methods are interchangeable.

Model 2.- Tests for model 2 (fig. 8) were made under the same
condi-s for mbdel 1 except with no misaligningload.

Model ‘3.- The data for model 3 (fig. 9) were obtained at a journal
speed of ~0 rpm and a central load of =0 pounds on the test besxing.
A twisting misaligningload of 43 pmnds perpendicular to the central
load was applied at tie moment arm of 14.34 inches. The test bearing
was rotated through 130° to give the pressure distribution in the oil
film for 6P from each side of the center line of the bearing. The
journal was rotated in a clockwise and in a counterclockwisedirection.

Since it is useful for comparative purposes to measure the twisting
couples as a percent the same mathematical process was used for the
twisting couples as for the axial misaligningcouples.

B
It is not ~ssible to replace the load and the twisting couple

acting u~n the test bearing by a single force because the load and the
couple are not h the same plane. Howeverj the twisting couple acts in
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the horizontal plane and, to visualize the effect, the forces of the
couple may be consi~ed to be equivalent to the central load in
magnitude and seprated by a distance of O.2&) inch. This distance i8
approximately 17 percent of the bearing length. (See fig. 13.)

Model 4.- Tests for model 4 (fig. lo) were made under the same
condi-s for model 3 with the exception that the twisting misaligning
load was 20 pounds at a moment arm of 14.34 inches. The distance between
the forces of the equivalent horizontal couple is 0.130 inch. This
distance is approximately 8 percent of the beartig length. (See fig. 14.)

Model 5.- Tests for model 5 (fig. I-1)were made under the same
condi-s for model 3 except with no misalin@ load. By the time
that this run was made the bearfig had become bellmouthed from the trial
misatiement runs.

The log sheets for these tests are on file in the Department of
Machtie Design, Cornell.University.

CHRONOLOGY OF TESTS

Preljmina.ry:

(1) Bearing 2 and journal 2 were new in June 1949.

(2) June to August 15, 1949 - Friction and temperature tests -
central loadhg.

Model 2:

(1) Pressure traverse with no misalignment - Septeniber7, 1949.

(2) Trial runs for yes sure traverse with axial misalinement -
October 4, 5, and 6, 1949.

Model 1:

(1) =essure traverse with 16-percent axi~ misaltiement -
October 11, 12, 13, 14, and 18, 1949.

(2) Bearing 2 seized at end of run with axial misalinement -
October 18, 1949.

(3) Oil pressure holes cleared of smeared babbit qused by seizure.
Trial runs with axial misalimnent to repeat October 25 and 26 previous
data. Bearing size changed because of seizing.

.— ——-—
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(4) Trial runs for pressure traverse with twisting misalinement -
October 27 and 28, and November 1, 1949.

(5) Nw=ber 3 WoU@ Novdber 22, 1949was used for trial friction
tests under misalinement.

(6) Install.bearing3 -December 12, 1949.

(7) Run-h new bearhg. tiessure gages would not give symmetrical
readings along length of bearing nor would clockwlse and counterclockwise
rotation give the same pressure readings - December 14, 1949 through
Januaxy 7, 1950. More run-in or wear needed.

(8) JanuaI’Yl-lthrough January 13, 1950. Calibration of friction
manometer. This also served to run-in the new bearing.

(9) J~UEWY17 *o@ Feb~ 8, 19Z. me effect Of ~~ ~d
twisting misalimment upon friction. This also served to run-in and/or
belkuouth the new bearing.

(10) February 8 through February 10, 1950. The effect of twisting
misalinement upon beartig temperature. This also served to run-in
and/or bellmouth the new bearing.

(lI.)Trial runs to check pressure distribution - February 13, 1950.
Pressure readings reasonably symmetrical.

Model 5:

Eressure izaverse with no misalinement - February 15, 1950. Beuing
apparently belhnouthed as compred with model 2.

Model 3:

Pressure traverse with 17-percent twisting misalinement -
February 20, 1950.

Model 4:

pressure tiaverse with 8-~rcent twisting misdinment -
February 27, 19W.

.- ..— .—..—— .-—- -—-..--— --— ...—..— _.-. —— ..—. ——— —-. -—
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PRECISION

.

The oil film pressure was measured by seven O.031-i.nchsampling
holes h a line 1/4 inch apart along the length of the bearing. The
gages used for measuring the oil film pressure were graduated in
100-pamd-per-square-inch increments from O to 10,000 pounds per sqyare
inch. These gages were calibrated over a range of O to XOO pounds per
square inch to an accuracy of *1 percent. Calibration curves were
plotted and a12 pressure readings in this reprt have been corrected.

The other variables in this test were the central load and the
misaligningcouples. The central load was applied by a hydraulic pressme
capsule, the pressure being read on a calibrated test gage accuxate to
within 1 percent. The load is probably accurate to within 2 percent
and is mibstantiatedby the numerical titegration of model 2.
(See table I.)

The mimlintig couples were applled by calibrated weights acting
over ball-~eartig pulleys with moment arms measured to a fraction of
1 percent.

The Leeds & Northrup temperature potentiometer used to measure
bearing temperature could be read to an accuracy of about 2° F. A
thermocouple, attached to the bulb of a laboratory thermometer giving
room temperature near the macldne, checked the thermometer temperature
to within 1° F. No calibration of the potentiometer was made.

REsuLTs

Oil Film Pressure Distribution

Model 1.- Figures l~(a) and 15(b) show the test data for model 1
plott~a clockwise itlrectionof rotation and the misaMning load
applied up and down. On these figures is also shown an average of the
pressure for up and down loads. Figures 15(c) and 15(d) show similar
plots for counterclockwiserotation and in figures 15(e) and 15~f) the
pressures are averaged for clockwise and counterclockwiserotation.
In figure 15(g) is shown all.of the curves for the various pressure
sampling points which were obtained by averaghg the up and down loads
and the clockwise and counterclockwiserotations. These curves sxe
similar to those used ta mold the longitudinal section of model 1. The
solid lines represent actual test data and the dotted Lines represent
extrapolated points.

.

——..-. —
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Figure 15(h) is a cross plot of figure 15(g) and shows curves for
transverse sections of the model. If a misaligningload had not been
applied, the curves in figure 15(h) would have been approximtel.y
symmetrical about the line of point 4.

Model 2.- Data for model 2 were obtained with no misal.iningload
and, therefore, it was necessary only to plot presmes for clockwise
and counterclockwiserotation and the average of the two &Lrections as
shown in figures 16(a) to 16(d). Figure 16(e) shows the curves plotted
for all of the pressure eampl.ing@nts; these curves are the ones
obtained by averagtig the data for clockwise and counterclockwise
rotation. On this curve sheet the cumes representing points 1 and 7,
2 and 6, and 3 and 5 were averaged together in groups of two and their
remilt shown. Theoretically the above curves (for points 1 and 7,
2 and 6, and 3 and 5) should be identical because they are symmetrical
about the midpoint (psition 4) of the bearing. However, with actual
equipnent there sx.esome clifferences which were averaged out.

Figure 16(f) shows the actual transverse pressure plot for the
sampling @nts cross-plotted from figure 16(e) for two given angle

settings of the be=m, * 9“ ~d’~~”. ~o ~~ are tie

average curves ti~ were taken from figure 16(e).

Figure 16(g) shows the curves of the averages of @nts 1 and 7,
2 and 6, 3 and 5, and k drawn with the original data as solid Ms and
the curves throu@ extrapokted pints as dotted lines. These curves
represent a longitudinal section of model 2.

Figure 16(h) is a cross plot of figure 17(g) and shows curves for
transverse sections of the model. Because there was no misaMning load
and because minor lrreguhrities due to the apparatus were removed by
averaging the pressure at corresponding sampling @nti3, the curves are
symmetrical about the ptit 4.

Model 3.- Data for model 3 were obtatied yith 17-percent twisting
misa~~ together with a central load. Figure 17(a) shows data for
clockwise and counterclockwiserotation for sampling pints 1 and 7.
The data of petit 1 counterclockwiseand that of point 7 clockwise were
averaged together as were 7 counterclockwiseand 1 clockwise. These
were corresponding pressure sampling pints which should give the same
reatigs when the ~ection of rotation was reversed; that is,
1 counterclockwise is equivalent to 7 clockwise if the bearing is an
ideal cyldmder.

Figwes 17(b) and (c) show the ylot of ptits 2 and 6 and 3 and 5
and their averages. Figure 17(d) shows the plot of point 4 for clockwise
and counterclockwiserotation. Figure 17(e) shows the average curves

_.. _ ..————. -— ..— —.—— — —— __ ———-—- ——.-
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taken from figures 17(a) to 17(d). All of the curves except h have a
double number which means that it is the result of averaging the first
number in a clockwise direction with the second number in a counter-
clockwise direction. These curves give a longitudinal section of the
model.

Figure 17(f) shows the data from figure 17(e) cross-plotted to give
the transverse section of the model. 5e effect of applying twisting
misalinement together with a central load can be seen in the formation
of two distinct peaks h the data. By comprhg these curves with those
of models 1 and 2, it is seen that with only a central load the distri.
bution is symmetrical about the center We of the beartig. An axial
misaligningload throws the peak to one side and a Mtiing couple causes
two peaks ta occur.

Model 4.- The curves for model h (8-percent twisting misalinement),
as shown in figure 18, were plotted fi the same way as for model 3. In
figure 18(f) it can be observed that the peaks of the model are not
separated so distinctly as in model 3 which is due to the lower twisting
misalinement being applied.

Model 5.- The data for model 5 were obtatied with a central load
and no misaligningload. The bearing was “bellmouthedbecause of the
misal.iningtests preciously conducted on it. The curves (fig. 19) were
plotted the same as were those for model 2.

Figure 19(e) which is a cross plot from figure 19(d) shows the
effect of belJmouthing. The pressure at ssmpling pints at the ends of
the bearing are much lower than they would have been if the bearing had
not been bellmouthed. This gives a more pronounced peak to the curves
as compared with that of model 2 (fig. 16(f)). Figure 19(g) which was
cross-plotted from figure 19(f) to give the transverse section of the
model also shows the effect of bellmouthing.

Bearing Temperature Distribution

For each of the five models of pressure distribution, curves are
presented of the circumferentialbearing temperature distribution. The
amount of temperature data taken varies as follows: In model 1 (fig. 20),
temperatures at all seven pints were taken; in model 2 (fig. 21), at
pint 4 only (midpotit);and in models 3, 4, and 5 (figs. 22 to 24), at
pints 2, 4, and 6.

The bearing temperature data were averaged b a manner similar to
that employed in determ-n average film pressure distribution. From
the curves it may be seen that the temperature data follow a wavy
pattern around the average lines. This may be partially attributed to
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.

a lack of allowing sufficient time to reach the last few degrees of
equilibrium temperature after each angular setting of the test bearing.
The curves representing averages are shown as smooth curves without
local variations.

Figures 1 and 3 show that the line of seven thermocouples is offset
circumferentially at m angle of 17 from the pressure sampling holes.
As a result, for a given angle setting on the test machtie, the recorded
bearing temperature data were taken for locations 17 removed from the
location of film pressure measurement. In the plotting of temperatures
of the bearing, however, the temperature data were shifted 1P h order
that the abscissas of the temperature distributions would appear in
correct relation to the load line.

For each model, the average curwes of bearing temperature are shown
on one chart (see figs. ~(h), 21, 22(d), 23(d), ~d 24(d)). These
curves represent three-dmensional models of bearing temperature distri.
bution for comparison with the models of pressure distribution. In order
to aid in this comparison, angular locations of peak film pressure are
indicated on the temperature-distributioncurves.

Friction /

Friction data for the bearing and shaft used for model 2 under
central load are given in figure 25 which shows the relation of beartig
friction coefficient to Sommerfeld number. In computing data for this
curve the clearance for each point was obtained from a straight-line
plot of experimental data shmclng variation of clearance with temperature.

The Sommerfeld nuuiberfor model 2 is 0.16 as calculated from the
following conditions: Speed, ~,Cx)Orpm; bearing pressure on projected
area, 833 pmnds per square tich; operating film temperature, 1970 F;

viscosity, 2.42 x 10-6 reyn; clearance, 0.00123 inch per inch.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Run-In

As was apparent in the section “Chronology of Tests,” considerable
tifficulty was experienced in obtahing reliable pressure readhgs on
new beartig 3. When bearing 3 was installed, it was ftist csrefully
bored and lapped with optical rouge, and then had to be run-in for a
considerable period before the pressme gages would give eymmetiical
readings along the lengbh of the bearing. Also, it was found that a

.-. ————.——— -.. .— .— —--—-.— —-—-—— -—— — ..———-= —
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besring would not give the same ~essure readings in both a clockwise
and counterclockwiserotation of the shaft unless it had a long run-in.
From the indications mentioned above it was possible to tell when a
beartig had been run-in sufficiently.

If the journal rotation is started before the load is applied,
run-in seems to be very slow. The bearing was started and stopped
repeatedly under moderate load in order to short= the run-in periods.
This procedure has the disadvantage,however, that it will sometimes
smear the oil pressure sampling holes.

It is very titeresting to note that after the bearing had been
carefdly bored and lamed unevenness in the bearing surface could only
be detected by a difference in pressure readings and could not be seen
or measured with an-ordinary tiside micrometer.

Numerical Integrations from Plaster Models

The plastm models shown in figures 7 through Id_describe the
pressure distribution in the oil.film under ases of normal loading with
or without loads producing misalirmnent. ~ order to evaluate quanti-
tatively the accuracy of these distributions, numerical integrations were
made of the pressures and the moments of the pressures as given by the
models for comparison with the loads and mmnents which were applied during
the tests. Table I shows the comparison of these values.

As shown h the sketches accompanying table I, coordinate axes at
the center of the journal were chosen such that the y-axis is psrallel
to the applied central load P and tie z-ds is coincident with the
axis of the journal. The summation of the model pressure components in
the y-direction were compared with the applied load P of 2~0 pounds
and the summation of the components in the x-direction were compared
with the side load of O pounds. These summations sre given by the
follo~tig expressions:

Fy’= z~p(Az) (rAf3)cos 19

For models
model ~essures

Fx = ~~p(Az)(rAf3) sin 13

1, 3, and 4 summations were made of the moments of the
with respect to the x- and y-axes for comparison with

the applied axial misallninn moment Ma and with the applied twisting

misaligningmoment Mt. These summations are given as follows:

F$Z = XZp(zAz) (rAO) cos 6’for axial misalinement

F= = ~~p(m) (rM) sin 19for twisting misdtnement

●

‘.

.

.

———- ——— —. .——. —.. —.
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In the above expressions p is oil film pressure and r is the
radius of the journal. The sumuation zp(Az ) was made by _ the
planimeter value of the area of the templet giving the longitudinal
pressure distribution of the model. The summation xp(zAz) was made
from the product of the templet area and the distance z from the
center of the jomnal to the centroid of the taplet. From plots
of zp(Az) against 6’ and zp(z4z) against 19 summations with respect
to 19 weremadefor~= 7.

As shown in table 1, the most reasonable agre~t between inte-
grated values and applied values of load is for the case of model 2
which was without Inisalinement. For model 5, also without misaMnement,
the agreement is quite C1Ose. However, for the cases representing
conditions under misalirmnent the age-t is less satisfactory. This
may be partially explatied by the fact that it was necessary to estkte
the ma~itudes and locations of peak presmmes between data mints
obtatied from the seven pressure mmpling holes. In the case of
models 2 and 5, from symetry, the peak pre8sm positions are known to
be at the center of the bearing.

For the axial mimlimmen t qase an attempt was made to secure
wessure data at titamediate positions between the seven pressure
sampling locations by shifting the shaft axially and adjusting the
applied misalining couple. The data obtained in this manner correlated
well with previously obtained data for only a portion of the bearing
length and showed deviations in a region of the bearing which had been
accidentally damaged by the cutting of a deep goove in the journal.
For this reason only the previously obtitned data were used for the
ordinates of model 1. It is important to pint out that intermetite
data may be obtatied in this manner provided the journal is shouldered
as shown for bearing 2 in figure 4(a). Ilitha should=~ed bearing as ti
bearing 3 this cannot be done.

Critical Pressure Re@on of an Axially Misal.inedBear@

III the case of model 1, 16.Percent tial. misaltnement represents a
displacement of the normal load a distance of one-sixth the length of
the beartig. The peak pressure induced h the oil film is seen to be
at approxhately one-third the distance from the center or one-sixth
the distance from the end of the bearing. The critical portion of a
misalined bearing is probably at the end where the extmanely steep
pressure gradient may cause failure of the bearing mat=ial.

It may be visualized that the load capacity of a misalhed beartig
is dependent upn the load-carrying capacity of a much shorter pmtion
of the bearing near one end. Model 1, for example, may be considered

I
. — . — . . . .. —.. -—— ——-. — ———-— — -— —. --. .— .————-. ..— .———-
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to
at

have a critical
the midpoint of

This critical

length of 1/3
that portion.

L. The peak pressure of the model is

~rtion may be compared with a hypothetical centrally
loaded short bearing of this length carrying more than its fair shsre
of the load. In model 1, for example, one-half of the load is carried
on one-third of the length giving values of peak pressure and pressure
on projected area that sre lW percent of the values without misaline-
ment, as illustrated in figure 26.

Integration of the pressures of model 1 acting on the critical
length resulted in an average pressure of 987 pounds or 51 percent of
the total tite~ated load of 1940 Punds. Since the actwl load applied
was ~0 pounds the 51 percent carried by the critical portion of the
bearing was approximately llZO pounds. As a second method of checking
for this critical length, the average pressure on the projected area was
1225 pounds per square inch which is 47 percent geater than the average
pressure of 833 pounds per square inch for the entire bearing.

A considerable ticrease h magnitude of peak pressure is caused by
16-percent misaltiement; model 1 gives a peak pressure of approxhately
3100 pounds per square inch, an increase of W percent over the peak
pressure of 2100 pounds per square inch of model 2 without misalinement.

The pressure and temperature data of model 1 for 16-percent axial
misalinement and model 2 for central load show that the peak pres.sure
rose from 21.00pounds per square inch at the midpoint 4, to 3100 pounds
per square inch at point 6. The bearing temperature at the mid~int 4
is the same for both within 1° F, the peak temperature rising 3° at
point 7, and falling Y at point 1. Ap~ently 16-percent axial misa-
linement is within the range a bearing may tolerate, at least for the
period of these tests.

The steep axial pressure gradient from 3000 to O pounds per square
inch in O.fl inch apparently is a critical condition. This pressure
gratient may be determined for model 1 (fig. 15(h)) as 15,~0 pounds
per square tich per fich of bearing length and for model 2 (fig. 16(h))
as about ~100 ~unds per square inch per inch.

Perhaps the most enlightening point is the relatively small
displacement of the load from the center of the bearing, represented
here as 16 percent of bearing length, to produce the disturbance of the
oil fti pressure illustrated.

It is interesting to note that the critical portion can be likened
to a hypothetical short beartig with central loading which coincides,
in the case of model 1, with that pn?tion of the length between the
load and the near end. (See fig. 26. ) In other words, for 16-percent

.
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misaltiement the equivalent critical length in this case was
(5Q -16 percent) or 34 percent of the length. Theoretically this

15

portion should
of the shorter
wide portion.

carry a littk more than n percent of the load because
lever arm in comparison with the more li@tly loaded

Value of Models

In summary, the results presented h this repmt are of qualitative
value and describe Wa@ically the effect of misalinement on oil film
pressure distribution. The peak pressure increases greatly because of
misalinement and is situated a~roxAnatel.y halfway between the load
line and the near edge of the bearing. The region of the bearing near
the end is made to carry a larger pmtion of the load. The value of the
peak pressure and its position along the bearing will vary with
beUmouthing, clearance, L/D ratio, and so forth, of the bearing.

lThilebellmouthtig has an appreciable effect on presmre distri-
bution, failure in the sense of scortig the bearing surfaces did not
occur in the babbitt-lined bearing because of the plastic flow of the
material.

Qusmtitatively, the accuracy of the results of this repxt is
adequate for cases of normal central loacllngand somewhat less accurate
for the cases of misalinement. In all cases the quantitative values
giving the characteristics of bearing pressure distribution are sensi-
tive to small variations in the mamfacture of the beartigs. These
models represent conditions for an L/D ratio of 1. It is hoped that
similiar data can be obtained later at other L/D ratios for comparison.

Bearing T@n~ature Distribution

The temperature of the bearing shell 23 inches from the oil film

is a~roximtely 30° F lower than the temperature at the thermocouple
at the center of the bearing located 1/16 inch from the bearing surface.
Assuming a linear temperature gradient h the besxing wall, the temper-
ature at ,the bearing surface should be a~oxhately 1° F greater than
that measured by the thermocouple nesr the surface.

As shown in the temperature curves, it may be seen that the location
of maximum bearing temperature is beyond the location of maximum fih
pressure in the direction of fkid flow. The maximum bearing temperature
appears to be near the location of minimum film thichess where the
shearing rate on the stationary side of the film is greatest.

...— —..–. . —.— -..—— .—-. .. —— ——.-—- — - .———
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A comprison of models 1 and 2 shows that axial misalinement
results in a lsrge increase in peak pressure and a comparatively small
increase h peak temperature. As shown h temperature curves for
models 3, 4, and 5, twisting misaltiement also gives small ticreases
in peak temperature.

The curves Show that the average temperature rise from an inlet
temperature of l~” F is approximately ~“ F for bearing 2 and 6° F for
beartig 3. The maximum variation in temperature in any given model is
shown to be 17 to X)” F.

CONCLUSIONS

From an investigation of the effect of sxial and twisting misaligning
couples on oil film pressure distribution of a loaded bearing, the
following conclusions may be drawn:

1. A displacement of the line of action of the load toward the end
of a besring results in a pressure peak between the load line and the
end of the bearing.

/ 2. For a beartig 1.62 by 1.62 inches, displacing the load line
one-sixth of the bearing length from the center raised the peak pressure
n percent.

3. A twisthg couple h a pkme perpendicular to the ldne of action
of the mati load tends to form two peaks in the oil film preswe
distribution.

4. Any ~icular bearing has minor variations from a smooth
pressure distiibtiion due to unavoidable inaccuracy in finishing.

5. A babbitt-lined bearing is able to accommodate itse~ somewhat
to misaltiement by bellmouthing.

6. AI-thoughthe effect of misdinement on the ou fih pressure
distribution of a bearing under central normal.loading is great, the
effect on temperature is comparatively slight.

Cornell University
It&~, N. y., my 29, 19n
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(a) Bearing 2. (See fig. S for dimensions of be- ad jo- 2.)

(b) Bearing 3. (See fig. 6 for dimensions of beazlng ad joual- 3.)

Figure b.- Test.bearings and journals.
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Figure ~.- Dimensions and clearance of test bearing 2 and test journal 2.
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BEARING

Figure 6.- Dimensions and clearance of test bearing 3 and test journal 3.
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Figure 7.- Oil film pressure distribution with load displaced from center
by 16 percent of bearing width (model l). Load on projected area,
8L50 pOUUdS per square inch; shaft speeds 5000 rpm; be- di~eters
1.62 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; clearance, 0.002 inch per
inch.
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..

Figure 8.- Oil film pressure distribution with central load and zero
tisalinement (model 2). Load on projected area, 850 pounds per square
inch; shaft speed, ~000 rpm; bearing diameter, 1.62 inches; bearing
length, 1.62 inches; clearance, 0.002 inch per inch.
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Figure 9.- Oil fih pressure distribution with central load and l’j’-percent ‘
twist (model 3). Twisting couple about load line equal.to 17 percent
of load times bearing length. Load on projected area, 850 pounds per
square inch; shaft speed, SOOO rpm; bearing diameterj 1.62 inches;

.

bearing length, 1.62 tithes; clearance, 0.0026 inch per inch.
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Figure 10.- Oil film pressure distribution with central load and 8-percent
twist (model b). Twisting couple about load line equal to 8 percent
of load times bearing length. Load on projected area, 850 pounds per
square inch; shaft speed, S000 rpm; bearing diameter, 1.62 inches;
bearing length, 1.62 inches; clearance, 0.0026 inch per inch.
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‘.

. I

Figure 11.- Oil film pressure distribution with central load and zero
misalinement after bellnouthing by misalinement tests (model ~). Load
on projected area, 850 pounds per sqyare inch; shaft speed, S000 rpm;
beazLng diameter, 1.62 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; clearance,
0.0026 inch per inch.
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(a) Ciroumferentisl pressure distribution at points 2, 3, and 6 for

clockwise rotation, average of up and dolm @al. ndsalinemsnt.

Figure 15.- CkU filin pressure distribution with central load and 16-percent

@al misalinement (data for model 1). Shaft speed, ~ rpm; load

on projected area, 85’0pounds per square tich; bearing diemeter,

1.62 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; bearing clearance, 0.002 inch
per inch of diameter.
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(b) Ciroumfe~ntial pressure distribution at paints

clockwise rotation, average of up and down axial.

Figure 1.5.- Continued.
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(c) Cticunferential pressura distribution at points 2, 3, and 6 for

counterclockwise rotation, average of up and down add misakbmment.

Figure 15.- Conttiued.



(d) Circumferential pressure distribution at points 4, ~, ~d T for

counterclockwise rotation, average of up and down aMXl tisalinement.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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(e) Circumferential pressure distribution at points 2, j, and 6, average

of clockwise and oountaclookwise rotation.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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(f) CklrcMerentiaJ. pressure distribution at points k, ~, and 7, average

of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 15.- Conttiued.



k) Lwit~ sections of model 1.
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Figure lg.- Conklnued.
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(h) !hansverse sectione of mdel 1.

Figure 15.- Concluded.
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(a) Circumferential Premure distribution at points 1 and 7, average of. .
olockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 16. - Oil fU pressure distribution witi central load and zero

misdimment (data for model 2). Shaft speed, ~ rpm; load on

projected area, 850 pounds per square inch; beadng diameter,

1.62 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; bearing olearance,

0.002 inch per inch of diameter.
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I Figure 16.- Conttiuti.
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(c) Cticumfemntial pressure distribution at midpoint of bearing (petit 4),
average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
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(d) Circumferential pressure distribution at points ~ and 6, average of

clockwise and counterclockwlae rotation.

Figure 16.- Continued.
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(e) Circumferantiel pressure distribution, averages of potits 1 and 7,

2and6,3and~, ad4.

Figure 16.- continued.
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(f) Pressure Ustribution along length of bea?zhg for given angular

locations. Cross plot of pressures from figure 16(e). See f~-

ure 16(h) for complete transverse seotion.

Figure 16.- Conttiued.
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(h) Thnsverse sectione of nmdel 2.

Figure 16.- Concluded.
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distribution at paints 1 and 7, average of

taunt erclockwLa e rotation.

Figure 17.- 13J.film pressure distribution with central load and 17-percent
tmist (data for model 3). Shaft speed, ~ rpm; load on pro jetted

area, 850 pauuda per SWEUW tichj bear@ diameter, 1.60 inches;

bearing length, 1.62 tithes; bearing clearance, 0.0026 tiah per inch

of diameter.
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(b) Cticumferential m’essure distribution at ~otits 2 and 6. averwe of
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cloolmise and countemlockwise rotation.

Figure 17.- continued.
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(c) Cticumferential pressure distribution at points 3 ad ~, average of

olookwis e and counterclockwise rotation.
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Figure 17. - Continued.
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(d) Circumferential presmuw distribution at midpoint of be- (po3nt 4),
average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 17. - continued.
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(e) Longitucklmil sections of model 3.

Figure 17.- Continued.
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(f) l’raneverse sections of model 3.

Figure 17.- Concluded.
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(a) Cticumferential pressure distribution at potita 1 and 7, average of

clockwise and counterdookui.se rotation.

~igure 18. - Oil f~ pressure distribution with central load and 8-percent

twist (data for nmdel 4). Shaft speed, ~ w; 10W on projec~d

area, 8@ pounds per square inch; bearing diamtir, 1.60 inches;

bearing length, 1.62 tithes; bearing clearance, 0.0026 inch per inch

of diameter.
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(b) Circumferential pressure distribution at pointe 2 and 6, average of

clockwise and counteralookwise rotation.

I
RLgire 18.- Continued.
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(c) Circwnfenmtial pressure distribution at points 3 and ~, average of E
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(d) Circumferential pressure distribution at midpotit of beaz5ng (petit 4),

average of olookwise and counterclockwise rotation.
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Figure 18.- Cont3nued.
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(e) Longitu&n&l sections of model 4.

Figure 18.- Conttid.
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(a) Circumferential pressure distribution at points 2 and 3, average of

clockwise and count erclockwis e rot ation.

_ 19.- ~ ffi PreSSH Mstibtion with central load and %ero
tisalhment after bellnouthing by ndstiement tests (data for model ~).

Shaft speed, @30 rpm; load on projectad area, 850 pounds per square

inch; bearing diame~r, 1.60 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches;

bearing clearance, 0.0026 tioh per huh of diameter.
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(b) CiroumferentiaJ. presswe distribution at midpoint of bearing (point 4),

average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 19.- Continued.
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(c) Circumferential pressure distribution at potits ~ and 6, average of
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(e) Pressure distribution along length of bearhq for given angular

locations. Cz’oss plot of pressures from figure 19(d). See fig-

ure lg(g) for complete transverse section.
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Figure 19.- Continued.



(f) Longitudinal sections of model ~.

Figure 19. - Conttiued.
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(g) Vmaneverse sections of nmdel ~.

Figure 19.- Concluded.
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(a) Cimumferential. bearing temperature distribution of point 1, average

of w and dowm @al misalinement, clockwise and counterclockwise

rotation.
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Figure 20.- Bear5ng temperature distribution with central load and

16-percent -al misalinemmt (data for model 1). Shaft speed, X00 rpm;

load on projected area, 850 pormds per square inch; be- diameter,

1.62 tithes; bearhg length, 1.62 inches; bearhg clearance, 0.032 inch

i

er inch of diameter; inlet temperature of no. 1120 &Lation 05J at

O pounds per square inch, 140° F.
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(b) Circumfemntial beartig tempratw distribution of petit 2, average

of up and down axial mimlimment, clockwlae and counterclockwise

rotation.

Figure 20.- Conttiued.
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(c) C5zwur?erential bear@ temperature distribution of point 3, average
of up and dowm ~al ndsalinement, clockwise and counterclockwise

rotation.

Figure 20.- Conttiued,
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(d) Circumferential. bearing temperature distribution of point b, average

of up and down sxial ndsaMnementj clockwise and counterclockwise

rotation.

Figure 20.- Continued.
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(e) Circun&erantial bearing temperature distribution of point ~, average

of up and down axial misalinement, clockwise and countercloclmise

rotation.
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Figure 20. - Continued.
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(f) Circumferential. beartig temperature distribution of point 6, average

of up and down @al tisalinemnt, clockwise and counterclockwise

rotation.
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(g) Mrwmfemntial- bear@ temperature distribution of podt 7, average
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rotation.

Fig-me 20. - Continued.
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(h) Average circumferential beardng tempemture

through 7.

Figure 20. - Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Circumfemntial bearing temperature distribution with central

load and zero tisalinement (data for model 2) at midpcclnt of bearkg

(point L), average of .locMse mdcomterclocMBe rotation. Shaft

speed, .5’CKKJrpm; load on projected erea, 8~0 poundE per square inch;
bearing diameter, 1.62 jnches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; beering

cleaxance, 0.002 tichper inch of diametar; @let temperature of

no. 1.120 Aviation oil at 40 pouuda per square inch, I-!@” F.
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(a) Circumferential bear& temperature distribution at points 2 and6,

average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 22.- Bearing tenrperatum distribution tith central load and

lT-percent twist (data for mdel 3). Shaft speed, 50Q0 rpra; load on

projected area, 850 pounds per square inch; bearing diameter,

1.63 inches; bearhg length, 1.62 inches; bearing clearance,

0.~26 inch er inch of diameter; inlet temperature of no. 1120 Avia-

[tion oil. at O pounds per square tich, ~0° F.
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(b) Cticvmferential bearhg temperature distribution at point. 6 and 2

of bearing, average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
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me 22.- Continued.
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(c) Circumferential bearing temperature distribution at midpcdnt of beam

(point h), average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
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Figure 22.- Continued.
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distribution of potits 2,

Figure 22. - Concluded.
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(a) Circumferential bearing temperature distribution of potits 2 and 6,
average of clockwise and oounterclockmise rotation.

-Figure 23.- Bear@ temperature distribution ~rl.thcentral load and

8-percent twist (data for mdel b). Shaft speed, ~000 rpm; load on

projected area, 850 pounds per square inch; bear@ diameter,

1.60 inches; bearing length, 1.62 inches; bearing clearance,

0.0026 inch per inch of diameter; inlet temperature of no. 1120 Avia-

tion oil. at 40 pounds per square inch, 40° F.
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(b) Circumferential bearing temperature distribution of points 6 md Z

of bearing, average of olockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
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(c) Cticunferential bear5ng temperature distribution at midpoint of
besring (point 4), average of clockwise and counterclockwl.se rotation.

Figure 23. - Continued.
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(d) Average ctic@erential beym~~erature distribution of points 2,

> .

Figure 23. - Concluded.
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(a) Ctiumferential bearing temperature distribution at point 2, average

of clockwise and oomterdoclwise rotation.

Figwe ti.- Bear@ temperature distribution wLth central load and zero

misalheimnt after belMoutMng bymisaMnement teste (data fornmdel ~).

Shaft speed, @30 rpm; load on projected area, 8.5’0pounde per square

inch; bearing diameter, 1.60 tithes; bearing length, 1.62 inches;

beazdng clearance, o.c026 inch per inch of diamter; inlet temperature

of no. ZL20 Aviation oll at 40 poun~ per square inch, lbOO F.
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bearing temperature distribution of point 6 of bearing,

of clockwise and cowrberclockuise rotation.

Figure 24.- Conthmd.
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(c) Circumferential bearing temperature distribution at midpobt of

baring (point h), average of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.

Figure 24.- Continued.
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(d) Average circumferential beya:~erature

> ●

distribution of pointe 2,

Figwe U.- Concluded.
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Figure 25.-

.

Friction characteristics plotted ag-t Sommrfeld number
for bearjng 2 under conditions of central load and zero misaltiernent

as h mdel 2. Bear@ diameter, 1.62 inches; bearing length,

1.62 inches; beering clearance, 0.032 inch per inch of diameter;

Wet temperature of no. 1120 Aviation oil at 40 pounds per square

inch, ~Oo F.
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Figure 26. - Critical pressure region of bearing with 16-percent @al
misalinement (model 1). Bearing diameter, 1.62 fiches; bearing
length, 1.62 inches; pressure on projected ~a~ 850 po~ds p= w-==

inch. Shaded areas compare the critical pressure region caused by
axial misalinement with a heavily loaded hypothetical short bearing.
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